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I.
The purpose of this ocatraot was to expand the epicyolio gear dyrmmios
program to add the option of evaluatir_ the tooth pair dynamlos for two
epic_c gear s_es with peripheral components. The option was
developed for either stage to be a basle planetary, star, sir_le exter-
nal-extenml mesh, or sir_le exterzml-internal mesh. The two stage
system inclt_les an input mass and shaft, an output mass and shaft, and
a oonuectir_ shaft, where the shafts are each modeled with torsional
sprigs and dampers. The solution prooedure was nearly the same as the
prooedure previously used for deta_ tooth pair dlsplaoements ard
stresses in sir_le sta_es. The primary differenoes were that the indi-
vidual gear oomponsnt displaoememts were oaloulated rather than the net
sun-planet or rir_-planet di_ts. This was neoessary in order
to determine the relative di_ts between the shafts amd the
input and output gears. This generally inoreases the number of degrees
of freedom to be solved per stage compared to the sir_le stage solu-
tion.
The option to evaluate two stages makes the user's Job more difficult.
Two stages of basic gear system information must he input as well as
additiorm/, osmponent information. In addition, the _ oorzl.i.-
tions and associated iteratloa procedure beocme more ocmplex. This is
due to both the _ number of oc_ts ar,_ to the time for a
oomplete mesh generally beir_ different for each stage.
A brief investigation into methods of reduoir_ the program's oca_ut_-
tion time was done. The efforts focused on reduolr_ the number of
iterations required for _xundazy oor,litioa oonv_enoe. It was reocm-
that the _inni_ and emdlr_ values he weighted differently to
utilize previous iterations more effectively. As over @0_ of the ocm-
putation time is in the numarloal integration routines, reducir_ the
number of solution integrations would yield a direot, linear reduotion
in time.
Execution of the initial test oase Indioated an instability in the
solution. The tooth pair load pattern is reasormble; however the mag-
nitudes of the tooth pair loads grow to exoesalve, unrealistio values
as a funotion of time. This oould be due to the initial oonditioms, a
code error, or some type of numerioal instability. A procedure has
been reoommended for aliminatln_ possibilities ard det_ where
the problem lies.
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over the past several years, NASa has developed a, geaz dlmm_o _I_sis
aud Camlmter oode for _ aud high oontaot ratio gears. The ar_-
Iysls _as ealmmded to luclude intenml involute tooth forms in addition
to extenml involute tooth forms, then exparded to Irnlude several pla-
nets An eptc_J_to gear _. _ development oontluue_ with the
addition of helloal aud double h911_I gea.--'s, a f'J.o_tJ__ sun _ear
optlcn, a natural _ evalu_tlon, a reflne_ halloal gear ocm-
pl/anoe x_utlne, e_d a flez_ble carrier evalu_tlcn.
The initial program was developed for _ _e spur gear mesh e_d to
operate over a wide ra_e of ocntect ratios (up to 4.0) for ar_lysis of
hJ4_ oontact ratio as well as low oontact ratio gearlr_. This slr_le
mesh _ram was an erosion, 1_ Cornall a_d Westervalt (ref_ 1
a_ 2), of the hasio _t developed by Ri_ in 1958 (referenoe
3). The tooth pair ocmplianoe aud stress sensitivity formul_ticn of the
s._le spur gear mesh _a,m was used :In the ep.'Lcsolio gear dyaa_cs
program, _pplied to each mesh.
This oontraot, NAS5-28281, developed an option for two spur gear st_es
with input and out-put shafts with _ttache_ massee and _ shaft ocmneot-
ing the two st_es. This was a practloal e_xmsAon to the l_a_ as
more than one gearl._ sta_e a_e often used for speed z_duotian, _,
weight, ard/or _ units. Thus, this _o_ allows for model-
_ng of l_riphera_ ocmpommts in order to assess the impact an the gear
tooth s'tn,essl_. AI_ the basJ.o ocde was ocmpleted, the cause of
the _ted _ty An the results oould not he determined with
the oost ocmstraints of the o(m_ao_. NASA, _ore, decided to
aooept delivery of the code aud dooumentation rather than e_ the
contract at this time.
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III. Task I-Multlple Gearlr__ Sta#es ard _System Combo_nents
The first two tasks of oontraot NAS3-28821 were to modify the existir_
Nulti-Nash Gear D_mmio Analysis Code (_ in NASA notation,
F178 in Hamilton S_ notation) to luolude a seoond stage amd per-
ipheraA compomemts. These tasks inalt_led the teohnloal devel_t and
most of the oodlmg efforts. Another smaller task was to investigate
methods of reducing _tation time.
A. Ama_ytloal Model
The dyrmmlc response equations for a sir_le gear stage ware expamdel to
lualude additional degrees of freedom for an input shaft amd attached
input mass, amd an output shaft with an output mass. This was azx)om-
by ae_tr_two new equatlorsarn modlrzlr_otherequatlons.Fig-
ure I shows a disa_am of the two stage system with no details for the
individual gear sta_es. Figure 2 shows a general schematio for either
epioyolic gear stage. The speoifios of the gear tooth dynamics amd
prc%_am oapahtlitles for each stage are _ in Referenoes I-7.
For the nnmerioal model, the input and output shafts each required an
additional seoond order differential equation to account for the iner-
tias on the input amd output shafts.
The equation for the input shaft amd attached mass is:
,.Tin_:m,.Rh+ c:m(e:t.n_- e:ml ) + k:m(e:i.,--_- eL..-a.)" "_:m (1)
where Bin I Yinput gear for sta#e I
base radius of the input gear to stage I
The equation for the output shaft and attached mass is:
Jout eoutsh+ Caut(6outsh- ()ouim)
+ kout (eoutsh- eouta)" _out (2)
The addition of these equations c/_es the way the torque is fed into
and out of the irdividual sta_es. Previously, there was a oonstant
input torque term in the sun gear equation and a oonstant output torque
term in either the rir_ or oarrier equation. The torque is now fed
into the input gear equations 1_ way of shaft rotational dis_ts
and velocities, which vary -,,'ithtime. The rotatiomal dis_ts are
transformed into equivalent disp_ts alor_ the line of action for
each mesh of the input gear. The output gear equations also have the
equlv_lent shaft _t end velocity terms in plaoe of the output
torque terms.
The new two stege program has the a_pabillty of solvlr_ for the dynamic
toothloads_ _ta_ s_, star s_ , a_le mesae_-
external involute tooth forms, amd/or sir_le mesh external-lnternal
involute systems. Table I su=mmmlzes the avad/able spur gear systems
for two sta_e dynamic solutlans. _he two stage Frc_ram has been
empamdedto _ow the user to s_ the inputmm outputgears. The
single stage solution assumed the systems were speed reduction systems,
but the two st_e solution also allows for speed inare_ systems.
This option will allow the user to modal & Imak-to-bamk test rig, which
is g__e_1 Iy one reduction system and a seoand similaz system which
inareases the speed. For ezample, a sir_le stage planetary system nor-
mealy has the sun gear as the input and the planet oarrler for the out-
put. For the two stage solution, the planetemy system oan have the
input oomponent as either the sun _ear or the oarrler with the output
belr_ either the oarrler or the sun gear respeotlvely.
The equatloms for each separate gear ocmponent were the same as yre-
vloualy dsveloped. The _sio equation development was documented in
P_feremoes 4-7, end the equatiams ere summarized in AI_ A for
convenlemoe. The input end output gears for each stage will depend on
the specified s_ type, see Table I. _mus, the additional terms
needed in the gear equ_tlans, due to the shaftlr_, are written in terms
of general input end output gear equations, emd are as follows.
input gear equation for sta_e I
(3)
output gear equation for stage 1
+ 0_2(Y_t_-Y_) + %2 (Y_t_-Y_) - o (4)
input gear equation for stege 2
+ of2 (Y_ -_out_) +_2 (Yi_.2- Youtl)- o (B)
output gear equation for stage 2
(.
+ Cout Yout2 - Youtsh ) + kout (Yout2 - Youtsh ) - o (6)
input gear to stage I) einsh
output gear from stage 2) eoutsh
Transformations from shaft rotations to dis_ts along the appro-
priate line of action are neoessary to determine the tooth pair dis-
plaoements along the llne of action. This allows the tooth pair dis-
plaoements and loads to be detezmimed by a prooedure siml/ar to the
single stage procedure.
_e mmmrioal solutlsn of the dyramlo equatlans utilizes IMSL (Inten_-
tienal Mathematlo amd Soientlfio Library) ram_rioal integration rou-
tines. These routines solve _ system of first order differential equa-
tions. Appendix B shows the reduction of the seoomd order equatlons to
first order equations.
The tooth pair di_ts along the line of action are oaloulated
from the gear _nent di_ts via:
-- -Yo-Yp . (,t)
.. -yo- (8)
For the single stage solution, the generalized ooorddmates to be solved
by the numerical solution were the tooth pair di_ts along the.
Xt_eor aotio_(Ys_a_ yrp).V_oh mL_tmlzedthe==eer or eq_atio_
to be numerioally solved. For the two sta_e system of equations, the
irdividual gear oomponent equations must be solved. This was neoessax_
in order to obtain the input and output gear dis_ts (Ys' Yr' Yo'
yp±) for both stages. Therefore the relative _t terms bet-
ween the shafts and the input or output gears oould be oaleulated.
This means there are more degrees of freedcm to he solved for eae_
stage in the two stage solutlen . There are (3 + number of planets)
of freedem for each stage plus two degrees of freedom for the
input amd output shafts. _ns, there are a total of (8 + NI + N2)
seoond order equationsarea2(S + NI + N2) first order equatlo_s to be
solved simultaneously.
The input and output shaft d_ terms are oaloulated from a damping
ratio, stiffness, and inertias. The damping ooeffiolents are then oal-
culated using the following formulations.
c_ : 2 _ [k_/ ( 11J_ + IIJ_i) ]I12 (9)
Cou t - 2 _ [koutl ( llJou t + llJoutl) ]112 (10)
C12 - 2 _ [k121 ( I/Joutl + llJin 2 ) ]112 (11)
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B. Solutlan Prooedure
The solutloa procedure used to de_ the two stage dymamlo gear
tooth loads ard stresses was very similar to the solution for the
single stage dynamio gear tooth loads and stresses. To minimize the
program modifications, as many of the existing methods and prooedures
as possible were used. Most seotions of the program needed some modi-
fication in order to process the additional stage. Many of the
slightly modified routines were used twice, onoe for earth stage, by
sending the neoessary information for the relevant stage.
The single stage solution prooedure will be reviewed first, because the
two stage solution procedure is essentJa/Iy an extension of the sir_le
stage procedure. The general program prooedure is illustrated via a
flowchart in Figure 3. In brief, the program calculates tooth pair
loads and solves the differential equations for each of I00 time
steps--a pleoewlse linear solution. The kour_ oomdltioms are deter-
mined via an iberative prooedure, which will be explained in more
detail later.
The boundary oordltion iteration prooedure is int_ded to lead to a
steady state oordition. For the sir_le mesh this is aooemp_ 4_ by
evaluatL,'_ one full mesh cycle, whare a mesh cy_e means the time
required for a tooth pair to move the lemgth of the llne of act.tom.
The mesh cycle time for spur gears is divided into i00 time steps for
the numerical time steppi_ solution, where each increment of time is
treated as linear with respect to the tooth pair stiffnesses. The
boundary oorditlcms, for sun-plainer and rlr_-planet tooth pair dis-
plaoements aud veloaitiee, are _ at the hegimnl_ and end of the
mesh time c_le. If the _ts ard velocities are within a spe-
cified tolerance, the system has reached a steady state. If the ocr_-
tions are not within the toleramoe the initial and final valuee of the
dls_ts and velocities are averaged to abtain a n_ set of ini-
tial ooz:zlitions, and the prooedure is repeated with new initial ccmdl-
tior_. This prooedure is repeated until the _ oomditim'_s are
all within the specified toleranoe. The final iterated i00 time step
solution for tooth pair loads and dlsp_ts is then post-_
for tooth stressi_.
The bou_ oonditions for two sta_es become quite oomplex oompared to
one stage. The main oc_exity is due to the two stages havi_ differ-
ent mesh time cycles. This means that steady state is no lor_er
achieved for one mesh cycle, rather it must be a mutua/iy oca_n time
for both sta_es, amaalo_ous to a _ dencmi_tor. Fi_ 4 _ti-
oally shows two e_mmples. The first one shows a oase where the two
stages have time cycles that oan readily achieve a steady state, l.e.
one stage has a time cycle exactly 2 times the other stage's time
cycle. The other example shows a oase where 47 cycles would _.ave to be
evaluated for steady state, which would oonsume la_e quantltles of
computer time (and a code change to increase the size of an array).
However, it is thou_t that this oase could he apprc_ted by evaluat-
J__ five cyoles. It follows that there are systems in which there is
no true steady state.
Once the ix_ ocmditlcms have oonverged, the tooth pair steady
state a_ _Aoememts are post-prooessed for stressing through the I00
time steps. If any tooth pair errors have been requested for evalua-
tion, the progTam oontlnues to evaluate I0 time oyoles to simulate the
user input tooth pair errors going through a mesh for either one or two
sta_es. _e method used to prooess the tooth pair errors starts with
the oonv_ed bour_ oondltians from the no tooth errors solution as
the initial oanditions for the numarioal solution with errors. The pro-
_ram thns simulates a tramsient res_ (for a duration of ten mesh
cycles) as the various tooth pair errors ocme into mesh. The dynamic
effects of the tooth pair errors have gemarally been observed to dampen
out after evaluation of 3-5 mesh oyoles.
For the two sta_e e_p___ion, it was desirable to work with the current
procedure to maintaAn commonaAity. This implied that the I00 time
steps, correspor___ to a mesh cycle time, needed to be maintm3_ued, as
thls _tal approanh is used throughout the pro_am. The first
question was which stage's time cycle should be used to oorrespond to
the I00 time steps embedded in the program. A smaller time step for
the nnmerioal solution would tend to make for a more stable numerioal
solution, while the larger time step would reduce the oca_utation time.
The smaller time step was chosen for stahillty reasons.
The other question was how to hamdle the two diff_t mesh times in
order to a_2_teve a "steady state" in a praotioal amount of oomputation
time. It was deoided that the pro_am oould be set up to evaluate the
hour_ oomditions after a user specified number of time cycles was
evaluated. However, the fact that there could be oases with no true
steady state made it desirable to try and ap_te a steady state
and then evaluate a tramslemt _ using the approximated boundary
oor_itions as initial oonditions. It is possible that the Instability
oould be related to these apprcsdm_te steady state hourdary oor_ttioms.
In order to varify the appraxlmate steady state bour_ oandltion oon-
oept, the original single mesh program was used to detarmine if a small
change in the mesh time cyole would si_fioautly affeot the oonv_ed
bour_ condition values. Several oases were run with slightly dif-
ferent numbers of teeth (whioh determines the mesh time). The iterated
results showed mimimal variation in the oonv_ed values for di_
ment and velocity. Thus, this implied that it would be possible to
_mluate 'approximate two sta_e hfmmdary oonditions' at a time when the
two stages were olose to a steady state. The program will use the Inl-
tiaA oonditions obtained from the appraxlmate steady state solutian amd
oontinue to _valuate I0 additional oyoles for a tramsi_t response.
The tramsi_nt response utilizes the same l_edure used to evaluate
tooth pair errors in the slr_le stage code. The solution prooedure,
with 100 time steps per oyole, is essentially the same _oept there is
no bOU_ oomdition avera_. It should be noted that the two stage
solution _ the _ _ts _ velooities for ofm-
ver_emoe, not the individual _ear oomponemts. The initial a..nd final
oonditions for the individual _ts are each averaged and that
average is used for the initial oonditions for the next iteration.
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The suhreutines written for the two st_e solution ge_erally follow
similar notatian to that used in previous oodes, ]:x:)t.hin subrou_
names and variable mames. The code was written as_ a maxLmum of I0
planets per stage, spur _ears only, and no floati_ sun or flexible
o_rri_ option.
Several new routines and some sli_tly modified routines were written
in order to aoocmmodate the ackiltiomal information required for two
differemt st_es. The number of plamets per sta_e is limited to
i0, which should be more than sufficient for any real system. This is
a reduction in the number of plamets allowed in the slrgle stage
solution,_t slmpllflesthe ooze _es _ utallzlrgthe e_Istlrg
arrays and the correspcmdi_ dimensions. The arrays now oontaJm stage
I informatlon in the first I0 elements azd sta_e 2 Informatlon in the
seoord 10 elements, for the same total nnmber of array elements as the
previous solution.
The procedures and calculations of the new progra_ are essentially the
same as the sir_le stage program. The primaa_ oham_es oome throus_
nearly every seotion or subroutine beirg executed for stage I amd then
for stage 2. Some of the basic parameters, such as mesh time cycle,
required additional lo_ic in order to implement the option of
"reversed" systems (where the systems are speed Increasars rathar than
reduoers). Most of the minor modlfloatioms were made to _te
the additional parameters of the seoord stage, and did not c_e any
basic oemoepts. Beoanse of the option of ,mltlple cycles halrg evalu-
ated for buumdary oordltion o_enoe, it was also meoe_ to add a
dummy time parameter to obtain proper tooth Imdr oontaot. Without the
dummy time p_rameter, the sta_e with the shorter mesh time cycle lost
all tooth pair ocntact durir_ the seoord I00 time steps. _mJs, to
obtain proper oontact evaluation, a dummy time was reset to zero at the
he_i_ of each mesh time cycle for the stage with the smaller mesh
time c?_e.
The input routlmes were modified to meet NASA program_ stm.udazds.
The additional stage of Informaticm neoessary for the two stage solu-
tica required modifioatlca of the oode to set up the input variables.
This portion of the oode was previously in the pre_ routlme;
:_, the preprocwsm_img routime (RFAO2) is a very large routlme amd
does not meet the 180 executable llne _irement. 'lhus, the seotloa
of the code for settir_ input variables to meani_ful notatlca was
modified to be separate su_tines, aooeptir_ input for either one or
two stages of .i.nformation, amd the remainder of REAZ_ remained
u_ed exoept for additional ,Bu'_ts. Three subroutines were
r_ to oonvert a section of the old routine into aooeptable
ler_ routines and a fourth was neoes_ to control which sta_e was
_re_rooessed.
C. Methods of Reduoir4 Computation Time
Part of Task I was to reo_ a method for possible future develop-
ment work in "alternate methods for expan_ the model to more than
two stages (such as a superposltlondyrmmlcmodal)." The stated reason
for such a reocsmendation was the potential for extensive oc_tational
times.
_he approaah to this task was to emplmsize the reduotion in ocm%_uter
time required by the program. In analyzing the present CPU usage of
the program, it was determined that over gO peroent of the ogmputa-
tignal time was in the nnmerioal integration routime. The lmsio alter-
natives to reduoi_ program solution time were as follows.
a. P_duoe the _ of time steps used through the
mesh for a direct, linear reduotion in time.
b. A more advanoed solver routine for an unknown time
reduotion.
O° Reduce the number of iterations required for
boundary oondition oonvergenoe for a direot
reduotion in time.
Item a. was thought to be praotioal for single mesh oases only, sinoe
only in these oases oould the _ of events through the mesh time
cyole, be aocurately estimated. Item b. was not thoroughly explored,
but was felt to hold some promise. Item o. was the main focus of this
study, and could be applioable to any level of the oode, i.e., single
mesh, multiple mesh, and multiple stages.
In order to investigate better methods of oonvergenoe, the flexible
carrier test case given in Reference 4 was used. _ oase was inl-
ay solvea by oalculati=ginput oornltlansas specifiedin A_
A of Reference 4, and many Ix_ oomdition Iteratioms, which use
signlfloaut CPU time.
Figure S is a plot of the emdlmg values of the sun gear dls_t
and velooity versus the number of iterations through a gear mesh
period. It shows that the method of seleotir_ new values is oreatir_ a
cyolio behavior that will take many iterations to ofm_e. The mean
value of the plotted functions m_tch the oonverged value of the solu-
tion. The behavior of the planet and ring gear results was simi/ar.
In order to evaluate the oonvergenoe difficulties, the code was tempo-
rarily cha_ed to weigh the beginnir_ and ending values differently in
order to obtain a higher _tir_ to previous iterations. The revised
code, shown in Figure 6, has not been incorporated in the new program,
but was used for this investigatiGn only. The oonvergemoe oould be
tailored for a particular oase by ohar_ir_ ooeffioients of the dis-
placements from the previous iteration and the current iteration (e.g.
SXSO and X_O respectively), and similarly for the velocities (SXSI and
X_I). The sum of the ooefflcients must he equal to unity. The results
of usir_ O.7 and O.3 for the dlsp_t, and O.5 and O.5 for the
velocity are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
In order to reduoe the ocmputatlon time for a dynamio solution, it is
reoommer_ that this method he added to the code, with the weighting
ooefficlemts as input parameters rather than fixed values in the code.
It is further _ that oode be written to automate the plots as
shown in _ums 7 ama S. _e resuZtir_ code shou_ sm_tantAaliy
enhamoe the user's understmmdlug and the _enoe of the _ar_
ocmdltioms.
D. I11scussiom of Instahl//ty and Test Cases
Task Io was to evaluate the two sta_e model saxl determine the interao-
tlon between two stages and the effects of input and outFat shafting
saxl at_ messes. This was not fully aoo_14 _ due to the Ini-
tial test cese sho_anlnstahilityin the results. However, smme
general oc_m_nts will be made rege_ the apparent instehility and
other ohserv_tloms frum a variety of test oases.
The first test case that _as usea am_mated the c_-_ dro_ tooth
_taneta_W _ _g tested at _ _. A dro_ tooth deslgn
"drops" a tooth from each of the planets so that the number of teeth on
a planet divided by the mmber of planets is not an integer mmber.
The purpose of the _ is to z_duoe dlmamio tooth loading. The
actual plametaxy _ oould not _e modeled with the program, _oause
the dropped tooth design leads to dlfferemt _ressure angles for the
sun-plamet and rim_-plamet meshes. The ixrogram assumes equal pressure
angles for the sun-planet and ring-plainer mesh, although an equivalent
buttress tooth form might he a feasible modeling method. Figure
shows the input test oase for a sidle stage a_i Figure gb shows the
oorre_ output summary. This oase had assumed the pressure angle
of the sun-plamet mesh for both the sun-planet eaxl rlng-planet meshes
amd used the program's geometry pre_r.
The next step was to evaluate two stages, simulating the hack-to-hack
test rig at NASA. An example input dat_ set for two steges is shown in
Figure I0. The first stage was modeled as a plametary, with the sun
gear as the input gear, amd the seoand stage was a "_ planetary"
with the oarrier as the ir_t. This oase was used for initial verifi-
o_tion of the oode Interaotlon and dewing purposes. _ gec_try for
the two sta_es _s the same. with the primary difference between the
sta_es _ the input torque and rpm. _he different torques led to
slightly different tooth pair stlffnesses, as the torque level influem-
oes the Hertzian ocmpcnent of the stif_ fumotiom, see referemoe 2.
The diffea_e in rpm oould s_feot the dynamio load levels, partlou-
laxly if near a resmmant speed.
Table 3 mmmmxizes the test oases run with the two sta_e program saxl
the resu_t&ng _t _ts. The initial test ease, ease 1,
was designed to unoouple stage 1 from stage 2. Tiros. the ocmmeoti_
shaft stiffness was very low. The input and output shaft stiff_esses
were also low, beoause sc_e prel_ test oase results laxilo_ted
large d_i_ts for very stiff input _ output shafts. The solu-
tion seemed to be very sensitive to the values of the shaft stiff-
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nesses, as i_iloated by oomparison of case 4 and 5 (stage I). For a
decrease in input shaft stiffness by a factor of ten, the ma_nitmdes of
the  tanetarycomponentdlsplao  mts or4 the line of action
decreased hy orders of ma_nltude.
Some of the dynamio load results for the initial test oase have been
plotted in Fi_ 11. These results illustrate a typioal tooth
meshi_ pattern of em_agememt and dls_a_ement of the teeth. The
mesh_ pattern also repeats for subsequent oyoles, as would he
expeoted. What is unusual about these test results, is the substantial
iz_rease in the ma_nltude of the loads as time pro_. Tbls
Imcre_ mgnltude is also _D_lustrated in Figure 12, which shows the
maximum stress in a cycle vs. the transient o?ole number. It is evi-
dent from this figure that there is some type of instability in the
solution. It is interesti_ that the Hertz stress increases in a
nearly linear fashion, while the maximum her_ stress is a hi_
order function. This is lo_ioal in that a nonlinear inorease in loads
would oorr_ to a nonl/mear inorease in _ stress. It is
reocmmended that the system equations be evaluated for stability.
The cases summarized in Table 3 show the effect of v_ the input
and output masses and shaft stiffnesses. 0nly one bour_ oomdition
iteration was performed, which was suffiolemt to observe the aha_e in
the ocmlxment dl_ts due to the modified parameter(s). The
affeot of va_ the masses on the input or out-put shaft was _y
proportional to the input or output shaft dl_ts respeotlvaIy.
For exBmple, the input mass for oase 2 is I0 times the input mass for
oase I amd the input shaft rotatiomal dlsl_t deoreased By the
same factor of I0. The other stage i oomponent dlsp_ts, sun,
carrier, amd plamets, also showed deoreases of nearly the same faotor.
This il_lloates that the shaft dl_o_ts are dom_tlr_ the individ-
ual input a_d outer gear _tiomS, _ the tooth _ d_m_ios are
therefore _.
Case 3 is the same as Case I _m_pt the input and outl_t masses have
been reversed. The input and output shaft disp_ts were oorre-
sponitngzyinked. As would he expected, the gear dlsp ts
for the two stages were inked also, hut with some vamiation due
to the obam_e in torque and _ of the two sta_es.
In Case 4, a vary stiff shaft oonneotir_ the two sta_es was investi-
gated. This oase verified that the displaoement of the output _ear
from Sta_e I (planet carrier) would equal the di_t of the input
_ear to Sta_e 2 (planet oarrier) for a rigid oonueotion.
Case 5 was a cheek case to verify that the input mass and shaft oould
be isolated from Sta_e 1 by usir_ zero torsional shaft stiffness. By
using a low conneotir_ shaft stiffness, this ease also verified that
the two stages could he isolated from each other. By havir_ zero tor-
sional input shaft stiffness, there is no torque transmitted to the
input _ear of Sta_e I and therefore apprcsda_tely zero disp_ts in
Stage I. The second sta_e dispSaoements were nearly the same as Case
4, which verified the sta_es were Isolated from eaah other.
ll
Case 6 wa_ nearly the same as Case 4, but the oozmeotir_ shaft stiff-
hess was & lower and more realistic value. All of the _t dis-
10_ts were sli_tly la_er for the softer shaft. There was also a
small dlfferenoe in the magnitudes of the output gear from Sta_e I and
the input gear to Stage I. This is logleal, because as the oonneetlrg
shaft stiffness dec_gases, the relative di_t of the two mxls
will _.
Case 7 _ the torsional stiffness of the inlet shaft by several
orders of ma_tude. _ resultir_ _ts shown in Table 4
iz_cate the displace_mts also lmcreased by orders of magnitude for
the first stage _ts. The seocmd stage _t _ts
also increased substantially, bat not as much as the first stage.
There are several ix__s4h41_tles for the s(mlx)e of the Instabi3_i%y.
13 illustrates a prooedure for _//mir_ti_n_ ix>9___4h41_tlesand
tranklr4 down the prohles. _be reocmamxled prooedure would start with
a very simple "two stage" system, as shown schematloally in _ 14.
This simple system, effeotlvaly a gear _,a.in, with oomstant tooth pair
stif_ could be evaluated usir_ a small l_egr_, separate fr_ the
_ear 1_x_r_m. The syste_ should h_ve _ l:l gear r_tio for at_olty
and to ersure a steady state can be a_hleve_ for bounda_ ocrdltlon
oonver_enoe. If the simple system shows an unstable ]:::_l_vior, it will
be known that there is a prablem with the basio probZem formulaticm.
That is the least likely souroe of the problem, but it is the logioal
st_ _olnt. _e m_ o_e_ty o_n then_e _ _
in the variable tooth pair stiffness. If the i_e_mdent solution
yi_ _e results, the same system can he run in the full mul-
tiple mesh gear progTam. If the results are _tent, it would
irdloate an error in the two stage multiple mesh oode.
If the results are oonsistent for the I:I gear ratio oases, the pro-
hlem is most likely rel_ted to the initial oomditioms and/or the boun-
dary oomditiom iteration scheme. This would irdlc_te a better method
for estimati_ the initial ocmditioms and for dete_ oonv_eroe
should be devised. It should be noted that this is not minor task. In
general, each stage plus an input or output shaft will have 2 times (4
+ _ of plamets) for ixAurlary oordltlor_ to be detemined. Not
only is it difficult to obtain initial estimates for the tooth dis-
placements and velocities for each oomponent of the epicyclio stage,
but it is even more difficult to determine a general method of oombln-
ir_ the two sta_es.
Another test case was tried to determine if the Ins_ty was system
dependant. The seoand oase ohosen was the Stoecklcht 2K-H planetary
frum Peferenoe S. The two stage test case was set up as two planetary
reduction stages with identical geometry and 1_o gear parameters.
The only dlffer_ between these two stages would be the torque and
the rpm. This case exhibited similar Instahillties, with tooth loads
_ncreasar_ substantaally with tame.
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IV. Csnoludlr_ Remarks
An optlcm to ewluate two gear stages, with a ocexeotlr_ shaft and
input amd output shafts with attmehed m_sses, has been added to the
_pi_c gear tooth dynamlo amalFsls pro_a=. There were _¢_msive
code modlfioatloms to _te two stages of: geometry preprooess-
ir_, tooth pair load oalotCu_tions, amd dlmamio equations. The new oode
utilizes the same general methods ar_ prooedures as were previously
used for the sir_le sta_e solution and inoludes additional c_ of
freedom for the at_ masses. The two stage option also allows for
speed increasi_ _ as weal as speed reduotloa systems.
It is reocmmerded that oode cha_es be Inoorporated for a more rabust
bour_ conlltioa iteratlca scheme. The proposed oode o/ranges oau
si_ioautly reduce the number of iteratioms required for a oor_ed
steady state solution, amd therefore reduce the ocmputatlcm time for a
dynamio solution.
The program's plottlr_ c_pahtlltles should be modified to use more uni-
versal plotti_ routines. The plotti_ c_psbilltles should also he
e_ to prooess the large amount of outlmt from a two stage solu-
tion. In addition, plotti_ oapabillties for the ix_ oomditlcms
should be added to enhauoe the user' s u_x_mmdlw4 of the _
condition oonvergenoe prooess.
The initial test oase indioated an imstahility in the dyrmmlo solution,
where the gear tooth d!_ts oontinually inorease with time, bey-
ond any reasonable values. Several variations on shaft stlf_,
at_ masses and shaft d_ were evaluated to investigate the
problem. The tooth pair loads with respeot to time ir,ltoated the tooth
pair oontaot patterns were reasonable, in that the hssio pattern was
repeated with time, alth_ the magnltudes ccmtlnusd to Imcrease.
Further evaluation of the problem oould not he made _ of fund
limitations.
13
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Appenlix A. Ep_icy_olicGear System _Equations for Either stage
The followin_ second order equations of motion describe the
individual gear components in an epicyclio system. They are
written in terms of the disp_ents alon_ the lines of aotion.
The development of the basic equations is documented primarily in
Reference 1 and 6.
Sun gear equation:
N N
m " +ZL__ =
sYs +i--ZldspiYsPi i--I _]_i _ins/_s
(A.I)
Planet gear equation:
L + 0
mpjpi-d iY ±+d i%Pi- L i-- (A.2)
gear equation:
N N
mr Yr -i=ZldrPiYrPi-iZ__lLrPi = T°ut/ r (A.3)
Carrier equation:
N N N N
mcYo - Zdr Yr - Zd y - ZL r - ZL =
i=l Pi Pi i=l sPi sPi i=l Pi i=l sPi Tout/_o (A.4)
NOTE: For the two stage solution, the oonstant torque terms indi-
cated above go to zero. The "torque" is input to the appropriate
gear equa.tions via terms for relative displaoement with respect
to a shaft.
The tooth pair load terms are determined from the followir_ equa-
tions.
m
LsPi = j_l[(YsPi - esPji - X2spji 82spji)_spjiCspji] (A.5)
m
L = _ [(YrPi X2 _2rpji)_PjiCrpji ] (A.6)rPi j=l - erpji- rpji
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Appandlx B: First Order Differential Equations
The numerloal integration routines solve for a system of first
order equations. The transformation of the seoond order differ-
ential equations to first order equations is shown Below. The
subscripted numbers on the derivatives oorrespond to elements in
the array (X1) in the pro&_ram.
InFut shaft equation reduotion:
Let
Then
= elnsh (B.i)
_4=x3= _insh (B.2)
_3 --[ Tin - Cin(_4- ein_)- xin(x4- eml> ]/gin (B.3)
Output shaft equation reduction:
Let
Then
_6 --eoutsh (B.5)
= _ " eou_._'-, (B.6)
_5: [_out- Cout(_- 6out2)- kout(x6-
" X 5
eout2) ]/gout (B. 7)
(B.8)
The rema_ equations will vary depe_ on the speoific sys-
tem type, see table of syste_ types in the main report text. For
simplicity, the followir_ first order equation derivations will
assume both stage I and stage 2 are plametazy system_. Thus, the
generalized input and output gear equations in equations 3 - 6
are now specified, where the input gear is the sun gear and the
output gear is the planet oarrier for both st_es.
Sun gear equation for stage l:
Let
16
Then
NI NI
xl' _- [±Zldspi_spi +±_lb_±zT_ + Cln(_2- p_x 4)
+ kin(X 2 - RbsX 4) ] / ms
x2 = Xl
(B.II)
(B.12)
Carrier equation for stage I:
Let
Then
4=%
)
_8 = x7 = Yo
N1 N1 N1 N1
- c12(_ 8 - _12) - k12(x 8 - x12)] / mc
(B.13)
(B. 14)
Ring gear equation for stage I:
% = _r --0.0
xlO = x9 = r = 0.0
Note: ring gear is fixed for a planetary system.
(B.17)
(B.18)
Planet gear equations for sta_e I:
Let
Then
xi+16 = _pi
Xi+Nl +16 = xi+ 16
for i = I to NI
for i = I to NI
Xi+Nl+16 = xi+16
(B.19)
(B.20)
(B.2_)
(B.22)
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Sun gear equation for stage 2:
Let
Then
Xll --Ys2
J
x12 " Xll = Ys2
N2 N2 .
' _- [i Y_ ÷__'-^ ÷52%2 -xs)
+ k12(x12 - x 8) ] / ms2
_12 " Xll
Carrier equation for stage 2:
Let
Then
X13 --%2 --8out2 Rbo2
a
x14 = x13 = Yo2
N2 N2 N2 N2
i=l _ i *_ i i_l _2_i _-i i=l Sp2i i_l rp2i
- Cout( _ - Xl4) - kout(Rbo2X 8 - Xl4) ] / mo2
J
x14 --x13
(B. 27)
(B._)
(B.29)
(B. 30)
Ring gear equation for stage 2:
_ _ o.o
_16 _ x15 = Yr2 = 0.0
Note: ring gear is fixed for a planetary system.
(B.31)
(B.32)
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Planet
Let
gear equations for sta_e 2:
= x . for i = I to N2
xi+2Nl+I6 pl
xi+2Nl+N2+16 = Xi+2NI+I6
0
xi+2Nl+16 =
xi+2NI+N2+I6 = xi+2Nl+16
(B.33)
(B.34)
(B.35)
(B.36)
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C.  LQm ac!a  m
c=
Cout
C12
drPl dsp i
, esperPij ij
J=
Jout
k.
ill
F-out
kl2
L ,
rpi L_ i
m
N
Grpji
Sspj±
%i
_sp i
= damping coefficient for the input shaft (in-lbs-s/rad)
= damping coefficient for the output shaft (in-lhs-s/rad)
= damping coefficient for the output shaft (in-lbs-s/rad)
= tooth pair damping (1b-s/in)
= tooth spacing error (in)
= rotational inertia attached to input shaft (in-lbs-s'/rad)
= rotational inertia attanhed to output sh_ft (in-lhs-s2/rad)
= torsional stiffness of the input shaft (in-lb/rad)
= torsional stiffness of the output shaft (in-lb/rad)
= torsional stiffness of the shaft connecting the two stages
= tooth pair loads for planet mesh i (lbs)
= rotational (equivalent) mass (lb-sZ/in)
= number of planets
R = base radius (in)
y = displacement along the line of action (in)
= cam modification, ring-planet mesh
= cam modification, sun-planet mesh
= ring-planet tooth pair spring rstes
= sun-planet tooth paJ-r spring rates
e = rotational displacement (rad)
2O
=dampin_ratio
_in = input torque (in-lh)
Tou t = out-#ut torque (in-lb)
Crpji =
Xsp =
identity function for rin_-planet tooth pair contact
identity function for sun-planet tooth pair contact
0 or 1 deper_ on whether the tooth contact is on
the profile mcdificationcam or not
Subscripts
L_h = input _ t
outsh = uo_ttput__haft
inl = inl_ut gear to sta_e l
_ = input gear to stage 2
outl = uo_u__t-putshaft from stage 1
out2 = outl_ut sha/t from stage 2
in :  arding input
out = /_az_ _utput shaft
S = SU/I _ear
pi = planet gear i
r = rirg g-ear
c = carrier
sp = sun-plainer mesh
rp = rin_-planet mesh
12 = shauft connectin_ stage 1 to stage 2
1 = sta_e 1
2 = stage 2
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Table I: Spur Gear Systems AvailaBle for Two Stage Dynamic
System Spur Gear
number System Type Input Gear Output Gear
1
-I
2
-2
4
-4
5
-S
planetary system
planetary system
star system
star system
single external-
external" mesh
single external-
external" mesh
single external-
internal'' mesh
single external-
internal'' mesh
sun gear
planet carrier
sun gear
ring gear
sun gear
planet gear
planet gear
ring gear
planet carrier
sun gear
ring gear
sun gear
planet gear
sun gear
ring gear
planet gear
" External-external mesh means a pinion and a gear, both with
external involute tooth forms.
** External-lnternal mesh means a pinion and a gear, with the
pinion having an external involute tooth form and the gear
having an internal tooth form.
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TaBle 2: OH-58 Planetary Characteristics
System Type:
Speed Range:
Torque Range:
Number of Planets:
Stage 1 input:
Stage 2 input:
Stage I output:
Stage 2 output:
Planetary
Up to 1620 rpm (sun gear)
Up to 12,450 in-lb (sun gear)
3
Sun gear
Planet Carrier
Planet Carrier
Sun gear
Peripheral
Characteristic
Inertia (in-lb-s 2)
Stiffness (in-lb/rad)
Input Output Connecting
Shaft Shaft Shaft
2.5 1.0
I. OxlO 5 I. 8xlO 7 3.9xi09
Planetary Gear
Characteristic
Sun Planet Ring
Gear Gears Gear Carrier
Number of Teeth
Diametral Pitch*
Pressure Angle t
(degrees)
Root Radius (in)
Tooth Tip Radius (in)
Face Width (in)
Inertia (in-lb-s 2)
27 35 99
8.8571 8.8571 9.14286
24.6 24.6 20.19
1.39 1.802 5.594
1.655 2.067 5.35
1.375 1.20 1.00
0.026 0.016 0.0
Note* The variation in diametral pitch and pressure angle cannot be
accurately modeled, as the program assumes equal pressure angles
at the sun-planet and ring-planet meshes.
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Table 3: Two Stage Test Case Parameter Variations
CASE NUMBER
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
ATTACHED INERTIAS
(In-lbs-s')
INPUT
I0
100
IS
I0
I0
I0
I0
OUTPUT
15
I0
I0
I0
I0
I0
I0
SHAFT STIFFNESSES
(in-lb/rad)
INPUT OUTPUT
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
0 10
10 10
lxi06 10
_CONNECTING
I0
I0
I0
ixl09 .
I0
Ixl05
I0
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Table 4: Results of Two Sta_e Test Case Parametric Variations
CASE STAGE
NUMBER
1 1
2
2 1
2
3 i
2
5 1
2
6 I
2
7 1
2
INPUT
SHAF_
xi0-
8017
08018
5345
8O03
80O4
8017
19.889
DISPLACEMENTS, IN.
OUTPUT SUN CARRIER
SHAF_ GEAR.
xlO- xlO _ xlO 5
- .6941 .7872
.834S .4274 .503
- .06955 .07985
.8018 .6408 .7528
- .463 .526
•8018 .6408 .7534
- .6899 .7629
.8003 .639 .7629
- .616E-4 .1095E-2
.8004 .638 .7466
- .6935 .777
.8017 .6414 .764
- 2755.6 9612
13.364 59.4 231.8
PLANET
xlO 4
.2067
.1292
.02071
.1937
.1379
.1937
.2051
.1928
.1974E-4
.1925
.2065
.1938
1247.9
26.1
NOTE: These displacements are at the end of the first boundary
condition iteration.
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Tin kin
Ci n
einsh einl
k12 kou t Tout
eoutl ein2 Sour2 eoutsh
Stage I Stage 2
Figure I: Two Sta_e System Diagram
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Planet n
\
Ring
Planet carrier
eci
Planet i + 1 eri
Planet i
°Pi /
drpi
Figure 2: Dynamic Model for Epicyclio Ge&r St_e
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Read input data
for I or 2 stages
and store as needed
Preprocess each stage
for geometry & other
program variables
Call appropriate routine
for calculating dynamic
equation constants for
either I or 2 stages
Call routine to calculatemesh time cycle(s)
until convergence /I
i
W
Loop for I00
time steps
Call routine to
calculate tooth
pair loads for
either I or 2
stages
(continued)
Call routine to
solve the dynamic
equations for
current time step
Figure 3: General Program Flowchart
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(continued)
i
Determine if boundary I
conditions have converged I
For single stage solution
only: Determine maximum
tooth pair loads & proceed
with speed survey if
requested
Process the final loads
with conver_ed boundary
conditions for stresses
Yes
v ?
.No
Post process I00 time
steps for stresses
Call subroutine to I
etrieve error array
i
(continued)
Figure 3: General Program Flowchart (continued)
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(continued)
Loop for I0 time cycles_
Loop for time step
Call routine to
calculate tooth
pair loads with
errors
Call routine to
solve the dynamic
equations for cur-
rent time step
POSt process lO0 time
teps for stresses
lhift error array to simulate
transient type response
(by shifting which teeth with
Irrors are meshing)
L
Figure 3: General Program Flowchart (continued)
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TCl
TC2 r'_-
t
1 l
0.0 0.025
time, sec.
TC2
Stage 2
I-
0.05
TCI/TC2 = 0.05/0.025 = 2.0
Number of Boundary Condition Cycles
for Steady State = 2
TCI = Time Cycle for stage I
TC2 = Time Cycle for stage 2
I_ TC2 J_
F "-r"
1
I
I
I
'TC1 _TC1 _ TCI+TCI n-_ : _---
I t t
t J
I
' I-- _ I II
o.o o.o_12a o.o26_
TC2
time, sec.
TC2/TC1 = 0.0264/.00562 = 4.7
Stage 2
Stage I
I
I0 x TC2 - 0.264 sec.
47 x TCI - 0.264 seo.
Number of Boundary Condition
Cycles for Steady State - 47
Figure 4: Two Stage Time Cycle/Boundary Condition Diagram
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SINGLE STAGE CHECK CASE_ 0H-.58
1 1. 1.
2 2. 8.8,571 2_.. 6
3 6. 27. 35.
5 9. 1.375 1.2
4 1_. SO00. 500.
5 28. .026 .2000
5 53. .016
2 150. .01 20.
1 6.51. 1.
0-1.
99.
1. 3.0 1.
500. 1.0
• 00 .0160 .016
Figure 9a: Single Sta_e 0H-56 Test Case Input
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PLANETARY GEAR, SIMILAR TO THE 0H-58
1 1. 1.
2 2. 8 . 8571 2_. 6
3 6. 27. 35.
5 ?. 1. 375 1.2
lCt . 5000 . 500 .
5 28. .026 .2500
5 33. .016
2 150. .80 5.
1 651. O.
5 810. 1. 1.El
q. 815. .13 .15
1 827. 5.
O 819. O.O000 .O00000
0 823. .O000000 O0.O000
0 830. .O00000 .OO0000
0 8_0. .O0000000 .O0000000
0 850. O0.O0000 O0.O0000
0 860. O.OOOOO0 O.OO0000
0 561. .OOOOO00
0 581. O0.O0000
O 571. .O000000
0 591. O.O00000
1 1001. 1.
2 1002. 8.8571 2_.6
3 1006. 27. 35.
5 1009. 1.375 1.2
101o,. 23333. 107.
5 1028. .026 .2500
5 1033. .016
2 1150. .80 5.
0-1o
BACK-TO-BACK TEST RIG SETUP
99.
1. 3.0 1.
500. 1.O
• 25 . O160 . 016
1.E1 1.E1
10. 15.
00.00000
.OOOO0000
.00000
.O0000000
O0.O0000
0.000000
.OO0000
O0,O00
0.I_
99.
1. 3.0 -1.
107. 1.O
.25 . 0160 . 016
Figure I0: Two Sta_e 0H-68 Input D_t& Set
4O
O O
0
_°
,_.0
3.5
3.0
2.8
2.0
1.5
1.0
O.S
0.0
first transient
cycle
Isecond transient
cycle
third transi_
cycle
I
i .........
i
I
t
0.0 0.00566 0.01132
Time, sec.
0.01698
Figure lla: Dynamic Loads for 0H-58 First Stage
Sun-Planet Mesh
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3.0
2.5
cycle I cycle 1 cycle
O. 00566 0.01132
)
O. 01698
Time, seo.
Figure llb: Dynamic Loads for 0H-58 First Sta_e
Rin_-Planet Hesh
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.W
42
800
700
600
500
4OO
, °
Stage I results
O Sun Maximum
Bending Stress
O Sun-Planet
Maximum Hertz
Stress ........ U
Stage 2 results
@ Sun Maximum
Bending Stress
m Sun-Planet .-- _ .....
Maximum
Hertz -
Stress
300
200
I00
0H-58 Test Case
-soft springs for shafts
-large attached masses on
input and output shafts
0 >-
_3_. 2 4 6 8 I0
Transient Cycle Number
Figure 12: Maximum Stress vs. Transient Cycle Number
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Evaluate a Simplified Model
- Constant tooth pair stiffness
- Each stage consisting of a single
external-external mesh
- I : I gear ratio
- Use a program separate from
the full gear program
Does not work
Equation -or-
formulation
error
I Works OK
I Does not workdd Variable tooth pair stiffness !
Evaluate Model Parameters i.e.
Works OK
un same system in full gear
rogram
I Works OK
ry system with non-integer gear
atio (single ext-ext mesh)
Nume!ical
Solver, DGEAR,
inadequate
masses, stiffnesses, etc. for
sensitivity
Does not work
1
Code error
Evaluate boundary
_condition iter-
ation scheme
Does not work
Works OK
Look at planetary sta_es
I Works OK
( Problem solved )
Does not work
Figure 13: Procedure to Locate Source of Instability
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Tin
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einsh
M//planet gears_
k12
__ ep 6) _
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4_r e -out
s eoutsh
Stage I St_e 2
Figure 14: Simple Two Stage System Schematic
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